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The Cover Letter 

In every case, your cover letter should outline your motivation, suitable hard skills (technical 

competencies) for your job profile and soft skills (personal competencies). Also, your cover letter 

should already make general conditions clear like date of entry etc.   

The time to evalutate your application is very limited for HR Officers, which is why your cover letter 

should not be longer than one page. The cover letter is formatted like a business letter, i.e. return 

adress, recipient adress as well as place and date should be in the upper part of the cover letter. 

The continuos text is usually divided into an introduction, a main part and a last part. In most cases, 

the tone should be formal. Yet, feel free to be brave and show off some of your personality. You can 

even bring in some humour, in case it fits to the company you’re applying to. Also pay attention to 

the uniformity and consistency of your cover letter and your CV. For example, you should use the 

same font and font size and your design should match.  

General tips and hints 

Get informed profoundly about the company’s philosophy (guiding principles, vision, mission) 

and have a close look at the job advertisement since you can derive a lot from both: Is the tone of 

the job advertisement for example not too formal? This indicates that you can also be not too 

formal in your cover letter.  

Try formulating the cover letter from the perspective of the company. After the screening of your 

cover letter, HR Officers should be convinced that you will significantly contribute to the company 

and that the company is just as interesting to you as the position itself.  

You should definitely avoid empty phrases, like you can find them on the internet in tons of 

sample copies. You can find examples of empty phrases which you really shouldn’t use anymore 

online. What motivates you wanting to do exactly this job in this company? So: What is your 

motivation? The same applies to standard attributes like „team-oriented“, „highly motivated“ or 

„disciplined“. Rather deliver comprehensible examples for concrete soft skills. For a start, try to 

genuinely formulate a somewhat creative cover letter.   

Try to stand out from the crowd. Show your rough edges and your personality which both 

characterize you as a human being.  


